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REFERENCE THEOREMS 
The fol lowing wel l -known theorems from cla s s i ca l  ma thematica l 
ana lys i s  are included for future reference . 
THEOREM R.l . Suppose  that (D,� ) is a d irected set and f : D-+ RP 
is  a net . Then f c onverges i f  and only if  for each e > 0 there exi sts 
a ne e D such that 
THEOREM R . 2 . Suppose  tha t (D,� ) is  directed set and f :D  --+- RP 
is  a net . Then f c onverges i f  and only i f  for each e > 0 there exists 
a ne e D such that 
THEOREM R.3. Suppose  that (D,� ) is a d irected set , c and e are 
rea l numbers ,  and f : D  --+ RI? and g:D --+- RP are two · conver;gent nets . 
Then the n et c f  + eg  converges and 
lim ( cf + eg ) = c l im f + e l im 9• 
THEOREM R.4. Let ( D,;;::: ) be the directed product o f  the· directed 
sets (D1,�1 ) a nd (D2 ,�2 ) ,  and let f : D :--+- R be a net .  If 
l impf ( p , q ) exi sts uni formly for q e D2 and i f  l im.qf ( p�q )  ex ists  for 
ea ch  p e D1, then l impl imqf ( p,q ) a nd l imql impf ( p,q )  both exis t  and 
THEOREM R . 5 . Let  g : [ a , b] ____..RP be of · bou�ded variation on [ a,b] 
and de fine k : [  a ,  b] � R by s etting 
k ( x) = Var ( g;a , x) . 
Then k is  monotone increa s ing on [ a , b] .  
THEOREM R . 6 .  L et f : [ a , b] --.. R .  If  f i s  monotone on [ a , b] ,  then 
f i s  o f  bounded variation on [ a,b] . 
THEOREM R . 7 . Let (D ,� ) be a d irected set , a nd l et  f a nd g be 
two convergent nets into R .  I f  there exists mo e D such  that 
m � mo __.. f ( m) � g (m ) ' 
then l im f � l im g .  
THEOREM R .8 .  Suppose  tha t (D , � ) i s  a d irected set , S1 :D  --..RP, 
s2:D �RP , and for each  e > 0 there exists a qe e D such  that 
Then·s1 converges i f  and only i f  s2 converges ,  and in.thi s  c a s e , 
1 im S 1 = 1 im S 2• 
THEOREM R .  9 .  Let (D ,� ) be a d irected set ,  and 1 et f :  D --.. R, 
g : D  -+. R , and h : D  --+- R .  I f  l irn f = l irn h = a and there ex i sts rn e D 
such that 
n � rn ---+- f ( n )  � g ( n )  � h ( n ), 
then l irn g exi sts and l im g = a .  
THEOREM R . 10 . Let (D , � ) be a d irected set, l et f : D  --+-RP, and 
. . . ' f p be functions on D into RP having  the property that 
for ea ch x e D .  Then  lirn f exists i f  and only i f  ea ch o f  the l im i ts 
l irn fi exists for i = 1 , 2, • • •  , p .  I f l irn f exi sts, the n  
l im f = ( i irn f1 , l irn £2, • • •  ; l irn fp ) .  
THEOREM R . 1 1 . Suppose  that  f : [ a , b] -..RP is  of bou nded varia tion 
on [ a  ;b] . Def ine v : [  a , b] --.- R by setting 
v(t) = Var ( f ; a , t) 
for ea ch  t e [ a,b] . Then v is continuous  a t  C·€ [ a,b] i f  and only if 
f i s  continu ous  a t  c .  
ABSTRACT INTEGRATION THEORY 
1 .  Introduction. There are many di fferent theori e s  o f  inte-
gration, sev era l o f  which are not equiva l en�. I n  book s such a s  [ 3] 
and [ 4] many of  the theories  are discussed 1n deta i l. This pa per is  
dev oted to  deve loping an  abstra ct theory of  integrat ion whi ch  conta ins 
many of the cl a ss ica l  theories a s  specia l ca ses. In additi on, the 
theory to be presented has been spec i fica l ly  des igned to inc l ude the 
Riemann - c ompl ete integra l which wa s recently introduced by Henstock 
[2] . Al l  integra l s  cons idered wi l l  be integra ls  o f  so-ca l l ed "point-
interva l functions." This  i s  a modi fication of  the idea o f  i ntegration 
o f  interva l functions which wa s first introduced by Burk i l l  [ l] .  
A genera l theory o f  integration of  point- interval  func t�ons on 
[ a , b] wi l l  be presented firs t .  Then four special ca ses  wi l l  be g iven, 
and it  wi l l  be shown tha t no  two of  thes e  integra tion pro c e s s es are 
equiva l ent, a l though they are  a l l  covered by the genera l theory . 
F inal�y a theory o f  integra tion over fami l ie s  of  interva l s  wi l l  be 
introduced. 
2 . Abstra ct  Theory of  Integrat ion. Throughout thi s  pa per, R 
. + wil l be used to denote the set o f  a l l  rea l numbers, R wil l be us ed to 
represent the set o f  a l l  positiv e rea l numbers, RP wil l be u s ed to  
represent Carte s ian  p-space, and [ a,b] wi l l  be  used  to d enote  a non-
degenera te c losed sub-interva l of  R .  
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DEF INITION 2.1. A partition of  [ a , b] is any s et o f the form 
{ }n . + ( f , (T i ,[ti -l ' ti] ) )  i=l ' where f :[a , b] � R ,  a = t0 :::; t1 $ • • •  � tn = b ,  
and Ti e [ ti _ 1 , ti] • I f TT = { ( f , ( Ti , [ t ,i _ 1 , ti] ) )  } � = 1 i s  a pa  rt  it, ion  of  
[ a ,  b] , then the .!22.!:!!l o f  TT, denoted by II TT 11, i s  the rea 1 number 
A cut po int o f  a pa rt ition TT of  [ a , b] - is any member of the s et 
{ti}�=o· An intermed ia te point of a partition TT of [ a , b] is any member 
of the s et { r i} �=1 • 
DEF INITION 2. 2 .  Let P = {TT :rr i s  a partition o f  [ a ,  b]} . A 
partit ion col l ection on [ a , b] is  any d irected set (D ,� ) whi ch  s at is fies 
the fol l owing four cond"t ions : 
that 
(i) D CP. 
( i i) For each e > 0 there is a part�tion TTe e D which i s  such 
( i i i ) Suppose ): is  a rela tion de fined on· D by requiring 
3 
exists a n3 e D such that 
( iv) I f  n 1 = { ( g , ( Ti ,[ ti -l • tiJ))}�=i • 
TT 2 = { ( k ,  ( S j ,[ s j -1' s j J )) } j=: 1, and TT 1 � n 2 � TT e , then 
n 3 = { ( k , ( Ti , [ ti_ 1 , t j_] ) )  } �= 1 e D and TI 3 � n 2 � TI e • . 
DEFINITION 2.3. A point-interval in [ a , b] is an ordered triple 
( g , ( T , [ s , t] )) , where g : [ s , t] -.. R+ and T e  [ s , t] .  The c ol l e c t ion of ·a l l 
point- intervals in [ a , b] wil l be denoted by P"tca , b] ' or merely by Pt 
when there i s  no doubt about which interva l [ a , b] is be ing c ons idered . 
DEFINITION 2 . 4 . A po int-interval function on [ a ,bJ into RP i s  any 
function f :  P"t[ a ,  b]--+ RP oaving the property tha t 
f ( g , ( T , [ s , t])) = f (k , ( T ,[ s , t] )) . 
DEFINITION 2.5. Suppos e  that (D ,�) is a partition col l ection on 
[ a , b] , and f is a po int-interval function on [a , b] into RP . Defi ne a 
net S :D-4 RP by setting 
S ( n ) = S (TT ; f) = L: 1 en f ( I ) , 
where the sum is tak en over a ll po int- interval s I in TI • . The po int­
interva l  functi on f is  integrabl e  o n  [ a ,b] with r·espec t  t o  (D,�) i f  
4 
l imn S(rr ;f )  exi st s .  In this ca se , the i ntegra l over [ a , b] w ith  respect 
to ( D ,;;, ) , den oted by (D ,;;, )J:f ,  is  de fined a s  the vector 
The phra se "f  is  integrable  on [ a , b] with respect  to (D ,� ) " wi l l  often 
b 
be repla ced by_ the phra se " ( D ,;;::::)Ja f ex ists ." 
DEFINITION 2 . 6. Let c e R ,  l et f and g be point- interva l 
functions on [ a , b] into RP , and l et k be a po int-interva l function 
into R. Then cf , f+g ,  f · g ,  k f  = fk , and I f j are point- interva l  
functions on [ a , b] def ined by 
(c f) (I) = c ( f (I)) , 
(�g) ( I) = f (I)+g (I) , .. 
( f . g) ( I) = f (I ) . g (I) ,  
k f (I) = k (I) f (I) , 
I £1 (I) = I f (I ) j 
for each  po int-int erva l I in [ a , b] .  
NOTAT ION . Let f : [ a , b]-+RP . Then f may be thought o f  as a point­
interva l  function on [ a , b] into RP by setting 
f ( g ,  (T ,[ s , t] ) ) = f ( T) 
for ea ch ( g , ( T , [ s ,t] ))  e Pt [a , b] · Another point-interva l func tion 
which may be c onstructed from f i s  the point- interval function d f  on 
[ a , b] into RP def ined by 
df ( g , ( T ,[ s , t])) = f ( t) -f ( s) 
f or e a ch ( g , ( T ,[ s , t] ) e Pt[ a , b] • 
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THEOREM 2.1 . Let  (D ,�) be a partition col lection on [ a , b] , and 
l et  f be a point-interva l function on [ a , b] .  Then f i s  integrable with 
respect to (D , �) i f  a nd only if  for eBch ·e > 0 there ex ists  ne e D 
such that  
PROOF . Thi s  i s  a d irect consequence o f  Theorem R. l . 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (D , � ) be a partition co llection on [ a , b] ,  and 
let  f be a point-interval function · on [ a , b] into RP . Then f i s  
integrabl e on  [ a , b] with respect to  (D ,�) i f  and only if  for ea ch 
e > 0 there ex ists  a ne e D such that  
PROOF. Th is fol low s d irectly from Th eorem R.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (D , �) be a partition collection on [ a , b].  I f 
f is a point-interva l function on [ a , b] into RP , then f i s  i ntegrabl e  
o n  [ a , b] with respect  to (D ,� ) i f  and only i f  for each e > 0 there 
exist s  n e D such that € 
PROOF. Suppos e  that f i s  integrable . on [a , b] with respe ct to 
(D,�). Let e > 0 be given . By Theorem 2.2, there exi st s  TTe € D 
such  that TI2 � Til �Tie impl ies j s(TI1;f)-S(TI2;f)I < € • Consequently  
it i s  c l ear that 
TT 2 � TT 1 � TT€ ' TI 2 � TT 1 --+- I s (TT 1 ; f ) -s (TT 2; f ) I < € • 
Conversely ,  suppo se  for ea ch e > 0 there exi sts TTe e D such  that 
Let e > 0 be g iven . Choa se  TT e D such that € 
If TT l � TT and TT2 > TT , then by De finition 2.2 ( i i i ) there ex i st s  € - € 
n3 e D such  that 
It now �oll ows that TI3 � TTl � TTe and TI3 � TTl '
. a nd n3 � TT2 � TTe a nd 
n3 � n2, s o  that  
6 
I s (TT 1 ; f ) -s (TT 2 ; f ) I 
::.;;; I s (TT 1 ; f ) -s (TT 3; f ) I+ I s (TT 3; f ) -s (TT 2; f ) I 
< ! + � 2 2 
Therefore , f is integrabl e  on [ a , b] with respect to (D ,;;::: ) . 
COROLLARY. Let (D ,;;::: ) be a partition col lection on [a , b] ,  and 
b let f be a point-interva l function on:'[ a ,  b] into RP . Then (D , � ) Ia f 
exi sts i f  and only i f  
( 1 ) f or ea ch e > 0 there i s  a TTe e D such that if 
n 2 -= { < g , ( s j , [ s j _ 1 , s j J ) ) } j= 1 , 
b . . 
PROOF . I f (D , � )Ja f exists , then (1) must c l early hold by the 
preceding theorem . So suppos e  that (1 ) holds. · Let e > 0 be g iven and 
let ne be a s  in condition (1) .  Suppose that 
n1 = {<K , (Ti , [ ti -l ' ti] ) ) }�=l• n2 = { (g , (Sj , [ sj -l ' sj J ) )}�= l• 
I f  
i 
�3 = { (g , (Tp[t�-l 'tiJ) ) n=l 
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then n3): n 2 , and De fin ition 2.2 (iv ) shows that n3 � n2 � ne · 
Furthermore , by Def inition 2.3 , it fo.11ows that S (n3) == S (n1 ) , and 
consequently 
Therefore , by Theorem 2.3 , (D , � )s:f exists. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (D , � ) be a partition coll ection on [a , b] , l et 
f and g be point-interva l functions on [ a , b] into RP , and let c e R 
and e e R. I f  f and g are integrable on [ a , b] with respect to (D , �Y , 
then c f+ eg i s integrabl e on [ a , b] with respect to (D , � ) , a nd 
PROOF. Let n e D. _Note that 
S(n ; cf+eg ) 
== L::r (cf+eg ) (I) en 
== cl: le� f ( I )+el: 1 en g ( I ) 
== cs ( n ; f )+es ( n ; g ) . 
b Then noting that the l imits l imn S (n ; f ) == (D , � )Ja f a nd 
l imn S (n ; g ) = (D , � )J:9 both exist, it fo ll ows from Theorem R.3 that 
l imn S (n ; cfteg ) = (D , � )s:(cfteg ) exists , and 
Jb rb · rb ( D , � ) a ( cf+ e g ) = c ( ( D , � ) J a f )+ e ( ( D, � ) J a g ) • 
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COROLLARY. Let (D ,� ) be a partition col lection on [ a ,b] , le t  
fi : [ a ,b] -+ RP and gi:[ a ,b] ---t- RP for i = 1 , 2 , and let c € R a nd e e  R. 
I f  (D ,� )J:f i• dg1 ex i sts for i = 1 , 2 , then (D ,� )J: ( c f1+e f2 )·dg1 
exi sts. and 
and 
9 
PROOF·. Let I =  ( g , ( T , [ s , t] ) )  be a point- interva l in  [ a ,b] . Then , 
and 
( ( c f1+ef22· dg1 ) ( I )  
= ( c f1 ( I )+ef2 ( I ) )·dg1 ( I )  
= c ( f1 ( I )·dg1 ( I ) )+e ( f2 ( I )·dg1 ( I ) )  
= [ c ( f1·dg1 )+e ( f2·dg1 ) J ( I )  
( fl •d ( cg1 + eg2 ) ) ( I )  
::; £1 (I )·d ( cg1 + eg2 ) ( I )  
= fl ( I )• [  cg1 ( t )  + eg2 ( t ) -cg1 ( s ) -eg2 ( s )] 
= fl ( I )• [ cdg l (I ) + edg2 (I )] 
= _c ( fl (I )• dg l (I ) )  : e ( fl ( I )• dg2 (I ) )  
= [ c ( f1 •dg 1 ) + e ( f1dg2 )J ( I ), 
10 
so  that 
a nd 
The c onclus i on o f  the c orol lary now fol lows from the prev ious theorem . 
DEF INITION 2 . 7 .  LGt P = {rr:TT is  --a partition o f  [ a ,  b]} , a nd let 
f : [ a , b]-+ RP . The func tion f is of  bounded variation on [ a , b] i f  
sup{ S (TI ; I d f I ) :rr e P} < + 00 • 
I f  f i s  o f . bounded variation on [ a , b] ,  then the variation o f f on 
[ a , b] , which is denoted by Var(f ; a , b ) is  the rea l number 
Var(f ; a , b )  = sup{s(n ;ldfl ):TT e P} . 
THEOREM 2 .5 . Let (D ,� ) be a partition collection on  [ a ,b] . 
Suppose f : [ a , b]-+ RP is continuous  on [ a , b] ,  and g : [ a , b]-+ RP i s  o f. 
rb bounded variati on . Then (D ,� )Ja f · dg exists . Furthermore ,  i f  . b 
k : [ a , b] -+R i s  defined by k(x )  = Var(g ; a , x ) , then (D ,� )Ja I f j dk exists 
and 
( 2 .1 ) 
b rb I (D ,� )Ja f·dgl_ � (D ,� )J a I fldk � 1 1 f l! Var(g ; a , b ) . 
PROOF. Let e > O be g iven . Choose e* > 0 such that 
e* Var(g ; a,b )  < e · S ince  f is continuous on the compact interva l [ a , b] ,  
1 1  
it fol l ows that f i s  uni formly cont inuous on [ a , b] .  Hence there 
exi sts  o > 0 such that 
x e [ a ,b] ,  Ye [ a , b] ,  I x-yj < & -r I f ( x ) - f ( y ) I  < e *· 
By Def init ion 2.2 ( i i ) there is a Tie e D such that TI �Tie impl ies 
II TI II<&• Suppose that n1 = { ( f , ( Sj ,[ Sj -1 , sj] ) )}j=l e D ,  
n 2 = { ( f , ( T i '[ t i -l 't iJ ) )}�=l € D ,  TI2 � n1 � ne ' and n2 >= n1• For each 
j : (l�j�n ) l et {t i· -l 'ti. , ••• ,ti.,} be.the set of t ' s  conta ined in J J J 
[ s j _ 1 , s j] • Then 
I s (TI 2; f . dg )  �s ( rr 1 ; f . dg) I 
= j��=1 f ( Ti ) · ( g (ti ) -g (t i_1 ) ) -E�=1 f (Sj )• ( g(sj ) -g ( sj_1 ) )1 
m i., ) I = 1 �j=l� iJij ( f ( T1) -f ( Sj ) ) · ( g (t i ) -g (�i -l 
m i., I � e* �j=l � i�i.1 g (t i ) -g (t i -1 ) . J 
= e* E� 1 Va r ( g ; s. 1 , s. ) J= J - . J 
= e * Var ( g ; a , b ) 
< €· 
Hence by Theorem 2.3, (D ,� )J:f · dg exist s . 
Let k:[ a ,bJ� R be defined by k ( x )  = Var ( g;a,,x ) . S ince f i s  
continuous o n  [a�b] , it  fol l ows tha t 1£f i s  continuous  on  [ a ,b] . By 
Theorems R.5 and R . 6 ,  k is  o f  bounded varia tion on [ a ,b] ; hen c e , 
(D,:dJ: I fl dk exists by the f irst part of the proof . 
Now to prove tha t the inequa l ity ( 2 . 1 ) i s  val id ,  l e t  
11 = { ( f , ( Ti'[ ti- l'tiJ ) )}�=l e D. Then 
Hence , 
I s < 11; f . dg ) I 
n = l�i=l f ( Ti )• ( g ( ti )-g ( ti- 1 ) )! 
::;; ��=l' f ( Ti )I I g ( t� )-g ( ti- 1 ) 1 
::;; �� f f ( T . )( Var ( g;t . 1 , t . ) i=l l 1- l 
= s (TT ; I f I dk ) 
= I I  f I I Var ( g;a , b ) . 
(S (TT;f · dg ) I  ::;; S (TT; j f j dk )::;; l l f I I  Var ( g;a ,b ), 
so tnqt·by Theorem R.7, 
b . 
� ( D , � ) Ja I f j d k ::;; (I f 11 Var ( g ; a , b )  • 
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THEOREM 2 . 6. Let (D ,� ) be a partition co l lection on [ a ,b] , and 
let f be  a po int� interva l function on [ a ,b] into RP . Let  fi , 
i ::=- 1 ,  • • •  , p ,  be point- interval f\,mctions on [ a , b] into R such tha t 
13  
for each point- interva l I in  [ a ,b] . Then (D , � )J:f ex i sts if  and only 
i f  (D ,� )J:fi exists for i = 1 , 2 , • • •  , p .  I f  (D ,� )J:f ex i sts , then 
PROOF. If TI e D ,  then 
S (n ; f ) = Erenf (I ) = Eren ( f1 (I ) , f2 ( I ) , .� . , fp ( I ) ) 
= (�Ienfl ( I )  ,Eienf2 (I ) ' • • • ,Erenfp ( I ) ) 
= ( S (n;f1 ) , S (n ; f2 ) ,  • • •  , S (n ; fp ) ) .  
Consequently , the theorem fo l l ows by Theorem R. 10. 
THEOREM 2 . 7 . Let (D ,� ) be a partition colle ction on  [ a ,b] . 
Suppose tha t f : [  a , b]--+ R is  �ontinuous and g : [  a ,b]--+- R i s  monotone 
increa s ing on [ a ,b] . Then there is a point c e [a ,b] such that 
(D ,� )J:fdg = f ( c ) ( g (b ) -g ( a ) ), 
PROOF .  Note that the integra l (D ,� )J:fdg exists by  Theorem 2 .5 . 
I t  is a l s o  c lear tha t  
m ( g (b ) -g ( a ) )  s S(n ; fdg )  s M ( g (b )- g ( a ) ) ,  
279529 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE .U 
·where 
and 
m = min { f ( x ) : x e [a, b]} 
M = max {f ( x ) : x € [ a ,bJ} . 
Hence , it  fo l lows  from Theorem R. 7 that 
( 2 . 2 ) - b m ( g ( b )  -g ( a ) ) $; ( D , � ) Ia f d g � M ( g ( b )  -g ( a  ) ) • 
If g ( a ) = g (b ) , then g i s  a c onstant function on [ a ,b] and 
(D , � )s:fdg = O. Thus for any c e [ a ,b] , it fol l ows  that 
f ( c ) ( g (b ) -g ( a ) )  = o = (D ,�lJ:fdg .  
14 
If g ( a ) + � (b ) , then from ( 2 . 2 ) and from the fact  tha t g (b )  > g ( a ) , it 
is c lear tha t 
Since f i s  continuous on [a ,b] ,  it fol lows from the intermed i ate va l ue 
theorem for conti nuous functions tha t there exists c s [ a ,b] such  that 
f ( c )  = 
( D  ,;;,) I: fdg 
g (b)-g(a) • 
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That i s , 
f ( c ) ( g ( b ) -g ( a ) )  = (D ,�lJ:fdg .  
THEOREM 2 . 8 .  0 Suppose that ( fm ) i s  a sequence o f  functi ons 
fm: [ a , b]--+- RP which converge uni formly on [ a , b] to a function 
f : [ a , b]_.. RP . Let g:[ a , b]-4 RP be a function of bounded var ia tion on 
[a , b] ,  and suppose (D ,� )Jbfm • dg exists for each pos itive integer m .  a � 
Then (D ,� )Ja
bf . dg exi sts , the l imit 1 i m (D ,� ) lbfm·dg exi sts and m + oo a 
PROOF. Let (D , � ) be a partition col lection on [ a ·, b] , a nd let 
( F ,� ) be the directed product of (D ,� ) and (N ,� ) , where ( N ,� ) is the 
set of natura l numbers together w ith their natura l ordering . D efine a 
net S : ( F , � )-4 R by setting 
Let e > O be given , and choose e* > 0 such that e* Var ( g;a , b ) < e• 
Since fm converge s uni formly on [ a , b] ,  there exists me e N such that 
m e N ,  j e N ,  rn � me , j � me� 11 f m - f j 11 < e * · 
I s ( rr, m )-s ( n , j ) j 
= IL� =lfm ( Ti ) ·(g ( ti ) -g (ti-1 ) ) -E� =lfj(Ti ) .(g (ti ) -g ( ti -l ) ) f 
= fL� =l (fm ( Ti ) -fj(Ti ) ) · ( g(ti ) -g(ti -1 ) / 
n 
� E 1._1 / fm ( T. ) -f. ( T . ) f Var ( g ; t. _1 , t. ) - 1 J 1 1- l 
=s: e* Var ( g ; a , b ) 
Hence, l immS (n ,m ) ex�sts uni formly for n e D .  Al so , s ince 
(D,� )J:fm·dg exi sts for each me N and l imn5(n , m ) = (D ,� )Ja
bfm·dg ,  
it fol lows that limnS(rr ,m ) exists for ea ch rn e N .  Now by Theorem 
R . 4, it fol l ows that the iterated limits l imnl immS(rr ,m ) a nd 
l imml imn5 (n , m ) both exist and are equal. However , 
l imnl immS (n ,m ) = (D ,� )Jbf·dg and l immlirrnS (n , rn )  = 1 i m (D,� ) ra
bfm·dg ; a rn�m J 
so that 
Jb Jb 1 i rn (D ,� ) a fm · dg = (D ,� ) a f·dg .  m � oo 
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THEOREM 2 . 9 . Let (D ,� ) be a partition col lection on [ a , b] .  
Suppose that ( gm) i s a sequence of funct ions 9m = [ a , b] -+- RP which are 
of bounded variation on [ a , b] ,  and g:[a , b]--+- RP is a function of 
bounded variation on [ a , b] which has the property that 
1 i rn Var ( gn-g;a , b )  = o . n -+ co 
I f f : [ a , b]-+- RP i s  bounded and (D ,� )J:f · dgn exists for e a ch 
pos itive integer n ,  then (D ,� )Jbf · dg exists , the l imit 
b a 
1 i m (D,�)J f •dgn exists , and n -+ oo a 
PROOF . �et (D ,� ) b: a partition col l ection on [a , b] ,  and l et 
. 
(F,� ) be the directed product of (D ,� ) and (N,�) , where (N,�) i s  the 
set of natura l numbers together with their usual ordering. 
Pefine a net S: ( F ,� )-+ RP by sett�ng 
for ea ch ( rr , m ) = <{ ( k , ( T i '[ti-l•ti] ))E=l'm ) e F. 
Let € > O be given and choose e* > 0 such that e* II f II < e • 
Since i· i m Var ( gn-g;a , b ) = O there exists k € N such that n -+ co 
m e N, m � k---+- Var ( gm-g ; a , b) < €*· 
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I S (n ,m)-S (n )! 
= fE� =lf ( Ti)· ( gm ( ti ) -gm (ti -l ) �Ei =1f ( Ti)· ( g (ti ) -g ( t i -l ) ) j 
= l��=lf ( Ti) . ( ( gm (ti ) -gm ( ti-1))- ( g (ti)-g ( ti-l ) ) ) I 
$ L:� =1f f ( Ti)j I ( gm (ti)-gm (ti -1))- ( g (ti ) -g (ti -l ) ) f 
n . 
$ 11 f 11 L: i = i 1 ( gm ( ti ) -gm ( ti -1 ) ) - ( g ( ti ) -g ( t i -1 ) ) I 
$ f l f I I Var ( gm -g ; a , b ) 
$ II t II E:* 
< € •  
Hence, the l imit 1 i m S (n ,m ) = S (n ) exists uniformly for n E: D .  m -+ oo 
Also, s ince (D,�)J:f·dgm exists for ea ch me N and 
. rb l imnS(n , m) = (D , � )Ja f · dgm, it fol lows that l imn5 (n ,m) 
each m e N .  
exists for 
·Now by Theorem R.4, it fol lows that the iterated l imits 
l imnl immS (n ,m ) and limml imn5 (n , m ) both exi st and a re equal. However , 
l imnl immS (n , m ) � (D ,;:: )Ja




3 .  Specia l Ca ses . Now that a genera l theory of integration ha s 
been given , severa l spe c ia l  cases wil l be presented . 
TY PE I .  Riemann Integra l .  
THEOREM 3 . 1 . Let R = P and define a. relation ·� on R by requ iring 
that n1 2 TT 2 i f  1 1  n1 II $ II n2 I I· Then ( R ,� ) is a partition col l ection 
on [ a ,  b] • · 
PROOF . The rel ation � is c l early reflexive a nd trans itive . To 
show that 2 is compos i  tive, suppose ni-= { ( f, ( Ti ,[ ti -1 ' ti] ) )} �=l e R 
and n2 = { ( g , ( S.,[s . 1 , s.J ) )}n:_1 e R .  Let J J- J J-
w == { tin=o v { sj};=O = { uk}�o· where 
.a = Uo < ul < ••• < UL = b. 
Then , rr = { ( f , ( uk , [uk-l ' uk] ) )}�1 e R and ! Irr II,; l lrr1 II and 
l lrr II$ lln2ll, s o  that TT 2 TTl and TT 2 TT2• 
Hence, (R ,� ) i s  a d i�ected set . Next it wil l  be s hown that 
( i ) ,  ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , and ( iv ) o f  Definition 2.2 are satis f i ed . 
( i ) R= Pc;:. P .  
(i i ) Let e > 0 be given . Suppose 
{ti}�o == {a =  t0 < t1 < ••• < tn = b} <; [ a , b] ,  lti -ti-l l < e for 
i = 1 ,2 , ••• , n ,  and f:[ a , bJ �  ·R+. Then ne = { (f , _ ( ti , [ ti-1 , ti] ))}�=le R 
is such that II n e II < e, so that n � ne wil l imply that 
l lrr l l $ l i ne II<€• 
( i i i ) Suppose rr1 = { ( f ,  (Ti ' [ ti-1 ' ti] ) )} �=l e R a nd 
rr2 = { ( g ,  ( sj , [  s j -l ' s) ) )} ;=l e R .  Le,t w = h}�=oV{ sj}J=o = { uk}t=o• 
Where a = u0 < u1 • • • un = b .  Then 
TT = { (f , ( uk , [ uk -i , uk] ))} t=l e R is such tha t n � nl' TT � TT2 , TT � nl ' 
and TT � TT2 . 
( iv ) Obvi ous . 
Therefore , (R ,�) i s  a partition collection. 
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DEFINITION 3 . 1 . The Riemann partition collection on [ a , b] is the 
partition collection . (R ,�) de fined in the preceding· theorem . Sometimes 
�R wil l  be used to denote the re lation � g iven in Theorem 3 . 1 . 
TYPE I I. Pollard Integra l .  
THEOREM 3 . 2. Let P = {n:TT is a pa�t ition o f  [ a , bJ} . Def ine a 
relation � on P by requ iring that 
n 1 = { ( f , ( Ti ' [ ti -l ' tiJ ))} �=l � TT2 = {C g , ( Sj ,[ sj -l ' sjJ ) )}j= l if 
Then (R ,�) i s  a partition col lection on [ a , b] .  
PROOF . Clearly � is.reflexive and trans itive. A proof s imil ar to 
that given in Theorem 3. 1 to show �R wa s compos itive shows � i s com­
pos itive. Therefore , (P ,�) i s a directed set .  Now it wi l l  be shown 
tha t ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i ii ) , and ( iv ) of Definition 2 . 2 hold .  
( i ) Obvious . 
( i i ) Let e > 0 be given . Suppose 
{tiH==o == {a== to< t1 < . . • tn == b}C:: [ a , b] ,  l ti -ti -1 1 < e for 
i = 1 , 2 , • • •  , n , a nd f:[ a , b] -t- R+ . Then 
ne = {c� , ( t i , [ ti -l , tiJ) )} � = l e: P is such tha t lln e l l < e· Choos e  
n = { ( g , ( Sj ,[sj -l , sj] ))} j =l e P such tha t TT � TTe·· Then by  defin it ion 
of � ,  llTT II� jf n € 1 1 and, hence lln II< E:� 
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( i i i )  C lea rly, for n1 € P and n2 e P there exists  a n3 e P 
defined in the same manner . 
( iv )  Obvious . 
There fore, ( P,� ) i s  a partition col lection . 
DEF INITION 3 .2 . The Po l l ard partition col lection on  [ a,b] i s  the 
partition co l lection ( P,� )  defined in the preceding theorem . The 
-
relation � def ined in Theorem 3 .2 wil l sometimes be denoted by �p · 
In  order to cons ider the next two spe c ia l  ca ses, two l emma s wil l 
now be pres ented . 
LEMfvlA 3 .L Let  g : [ a,bJ --.. R+ . A partition 
may be c on structed in such a way that 
for i = 1,2, • • • , n . Furthermore, ea ch ti may be taken a s  e ither 
rationa l  or irrational for i = 1,2, • • • ,n-l .  
PROOF . The col lection F = { ( T-g ( T ),T+ g (T ) ) : T  e [ a, bJ} i s  a n  
open cover o f  [ a , b] .  S ince [ a, b] is a compa ct interva l there exi s ts 
a fin ite subcover Fi o f  [ a, b] conta ined in F .  
Reduce  F1 to a f in ite subcover 
F2 = { < r i -g ( Ti ),Ti + g (Ti ) ) : i  = 1,2,�·
'
.,n} o f  [ a,b] hav ing  the 
property tha t T1 < T2 < • • •  < In and for each i:l � i � n ,  the 
co llection F2 - { ( T i -g ( T  i ) , T i+g ( T i ) )} is not a cover of [ a , b] . Then 
to= a e ( T1 -g(T1 ) , T1+g ( T1 ) )  and tn = b € (Tn -g ( Tn ) , Tn+g ( Tn ) )  because 
o f the manner in which F2 wa s constructsd� . Choose 
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is . pos s ibl e because of the way in which F2 wa s defined . Note tha t the 
ti may be chosen a s  either ra tiona l or irra tiona l if 1 � i � n-1. 
Then TT= {( g , ( Ti ,[ ti_1 , ti] ) )} �=l is a partition o f [a , b] having 
the property that 
for i = 1 , 2 , • • •  , n .  
[ t. l ' t . ]  C ( T . -g ( T . ) , T . +g ( T. ) )  1- 1 - l l l l. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
.. + Let g : [  a , b] -.. R • A part ition 
may be constructed in such a way tha t 
PROOF. The proof is exactly the same a s  for Lemma 3.1 except tha t 
n = {(g , ( Ti ,[ ti -l , ti] ) )}�=l given in the pr�of of Lemma 3.1 i s replaced 
by a partition n' cons tructed in the fol l owing manner . If 
TYPE I I I . Mod i fied Henstock Integra l . 
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THEOREM 3 .3 .  L et MH = {TI:TI = { (g , ( Ti , [ ti-l ' ti] ) )}�= l  e P is  such 
tha t [ ti -1 , ti] '= ( Ti -g ( Ti ) ,  Ti+g ( Ti ) )} • Define a rel a tion  ;?; o n  MH by· 
requ iring that  
n1 = { ( 91 , ( Ti , [ ti -1 , tiJ ) )}�:;: l � TI2 = { ( 92 , (sj ,[ sj -l , sjJ ) )}�1 i f  
91 � 92• Then (MH , � )  i s  a partition collection on [ a ,b]. 
PROOF . The re la tion.� is  c l early reflexive and tra ns itive. To 
. 
show;?; i s  c ompos itive l et  Ti l = { ( gp ( Ti ,[ ti-1 , tiJ ) )}�=l  e MH a nd 
n 2 = { ( 92 , (Sj ,[ sj -l ' sj] ) )};=l  e MH . · Define g:[ a , b]-+ R+ by s etting 
for ea ch  x e [ a , b] . By Lemma 3 .1 there exists a· partition  
TT - { ( g  (W [ J ) )}p � MH Then , TI � n 1 s ince g � 91 a nd - ' k ' w k -1 'wk k= 1 o;, • 
TI � TI 2 s inc e  9 � g2 • Therefore , (MH , � )  is a directed set. 
Now it w i l l  be verif ied tha t  conditions ( i ) , ( ii ); ( ii i ) , and ( iv )  
of Definition 2 . 2 are  satisfied . 
(i) Clearly, MH C P . 
(ii) Let c > 0 be given. Define a function g:[a,b]--+- R+ by 
g(x) =;for all x e [a,b]. Then by Lemma 3.1 there exists a 
partition TTc = {(g,(Ti'[ti-l'ti]))}�=l e MH. Suppos e TT e MH is 
such that rr = {(h,(Sj,[sj-l•sj]))}J=1 � rre· Then by definition of � . 
h � g; and hence f lTT IJ � €· Thus , n � n e__.. llTT fl< e. 
(iii) Suppose  n1 = {Cf,(Ti,[ti_1,ti]))}�=l e MH and 
TT 2 = { ( 9 , ( S j , [ s j -1 , s j] )) } ;= 1 e MH. Let 
S "' { ti}�=O U { s j}�=O = { ro < rl < • . • < rk}. Define a function 
k:[ a ,b] --.. RP by 
k(x) = 
min { f(x), g(x) ,� min �=ol x-r ii} if x ¢ S 
.. k 
} min { f(x ) , g ( x ) ,  � mini=lf x-ri/ if x = rj e S .  jfj 
By Lemma 3.2, there is a TT' = { ( k ,  (Wc,[wc;;-l'wc]) )} �=l e MH, and all 
of the points of S must be cut points of n' beca use of  the 
manner in which k was defined. Thus , TT'): n1 and rr' � TT2• S ince  
k � f and k � g ,  it also fol lows that n' � n1 and rr' � n2· 
(iv) Obvious. 
Consequently ,  (MH , � ) is a partition col lection on [a,b]. 
DEFINITION 3.3 . The Modified H enstock p artition cnllection on 
[a,b] is· the partition col l ection (MH,� ) defined in the pre c ed ing 
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theorem. The relation ;;::: wil l be denoted by � 1"1H whenever this 
is convenient . 
TYPE IV .  Henstock Integra l . 
THEOREM 3. 4 . Let 
H = {rr:n = { ( g , ( Ti , [ ti -l ' tiJ ) )} � = l € P , [ ti -l ' ti] s ( Ti -g(Ti ) ,ri+g ( ti ) ) , 
and Ti = ti -1 or Ti = ti} · Define a rela tion � on H in the same manner 
as � was de fined on MH in Theorem 3.3. Then ( H ,� ) is a partition 
co l l ection on [ a  , b] . 
PROOF. Replace /vU-I by H and Lemma 3. 1  by Lemma 3.2 in the proof 
o f Theorem 3.3. 
DEF INITION 3. 4 .  The Henstock partition col lection on [ a , b] is the 
partition col l ection ( H , � ) defined in the preceding theorem . The 
rela tion � wil l  be denoted by � H whenever convenient throughout the 
rema inder o f  this paper . 
A theorem wil l now be g iven to show the relationship between the 
types o f  integration presented . 
THEOREM 3.5.  Let f be a point-interva l function on [ a , b] into 
- rh ( i ) I f (D , � ) is a partition col l ection on {a , b] , then ( R ,;;::R )Ja f 
exists only i f  (D ,� ) s:f exists and 
and 
and 
( i i ) The integra l (MH,<:MH) J: f exists only i f  ( H ,<:H ) J: f ex ists 
Jb . Jb ( i i i  ) Th . ( ) ( ) e integra l P , �p a f ex ists only i f  H , �H a f exists 
PROOF. (i ) Suppose that c = ( R ,�R)Jbf exists and l et&_> 0 be . a 
given . Then there ex ists 0 > 0 such that 
TT e R ,  l lTT II< o-+-- j s (rr ) -c j < e:. 
By definition o f  partitio� collection there.exists a rre e D such that 
and hence 
and consequently ,  (D ,<:)J:f exists and equa ls c .  
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( i i ) Suppose (MH,�MH)J:f exists and equals c. Let e > 0 be given 
and choose TI I € MH such that € 
n€ 
in the following manner. The partition TT will be the same as n ' e e 
except if Tie (ti_1,ti), then (g,(Ti,[ti_1,ti])) w111 be replaced 
·by (g,(Ti,[ti-1,TiJ)) and (g,(Ti,[Ti,ti])). The resulting partition 
has the property that ne �MH ne'. If n �H TT€, then TT e MH and 
n �MH ne'' so that 
js(n)-c l < e· 
(iii) Suppose that (P,�p)J:f exists and equals d. Let e > 0 
be given and choose ne' € P such that 
TT € p' TT �p TT€' --+- I s (TT) -d I < €.• 
Suppose TIS' = { ( g' (Ti'[ ti-1 'ti])) n=l and S = {ti} �=0" 
Define k:[ a ,b] --.. RP by setting 
k(x) = 
i {I I o 1· � nl _if x I s 2 min x-ti : � � ) 
I 
i 
� �in{ I x-til : 0 ,;; i,;; n, i '/ j} if x= tj e s. 
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By Lemma 3 .2 there is a n - { ( k ( S [ J ) )}m e 
-
, j , s j -1' s j j= l e H. I f  
TT == { (L, (Wa , [  wa -l 'w a] ) )  } :== l ;,,H TT e, then L ,;; k. and hence  TT :<:p TT e. 
Therefore , 
so that (H,;,,H) J: f exists and 
DEF INITION 3.5.  A g -partition o f  [ a , b] is a partition o f  [ a , b] 
of  the form 
DEFINITION 3. 6 .  A g -rela ted partition of  [ a , b] i s  a parti tion 
of  [ a  , b] of  the form 
where k =:;: g. 
In the next theorem it wil l be shown that no two o f  the four 
special types o f  integrat ion are equiva lent , even though a l l four 
are cove�ed by the genera l theory . 




( i )  There is a po int- interval funct ion f on [ a , b] into R su ch  
tha t (MH ,2MH )J:f.a nd ( H ,2Hlfa
bf both exist ,  but (R ,2RlJ:f a nd 
( P ,2p )J:f do not ex i s t .  
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( i i )  There is a po int- interval function f on [ a , b] into R su ch 
tha t ( H ,2H )J:f and ( P ,2plJ:f both exi st ,  bu t (R ,2R )Ja
b
f does not exist .  
( i ii )  There ex ists a point- interva l function f on [ a , b] into R 
such that ( H ,2HlJ:f exi s ts , but (MH ,2MfllJ:f does not ex i s t .  
( iv )  There i s  a point-interva l func tion on [ a , b] into R whi ch · 
has the property tha t ( P , 2plJ:f exi sts, but (MH ,2MH )J:f does  not exist . 
PROOF . ( i )  Def ine h : [ a , b]_.. R by setting 
1 i f  x is  ra tiona l 
h ( x )  = 
·o i f  x is  irra tioria 1 , 
and g : [ a , b]-+- R by sett ing g ( x )  = x .  Let f = hdg . 
It wil l  be shown tha t (MH ,2MHlJ:f exi sts and equa l s  O. Let 
e > 0 be g iven a nd let ( xn )�1 be an enumerat ion of  the ra tio na l s in  
[ a , b] . D e f ine k : [ a , bJ� R+ by 
k ( x )  = 
� 
( b-a )  2n+ 1 
1 i f  x-f xn 
i f  x =x n 
for a-11 




By Lemma 3 . 1 there exists a 
= {<k,(S. , [ s. · 1 , s.J ) )} e J J- J 




Then i f 
n ' € 
I S(n ; f ) -Of = I S(n ; hdg ) -O I 
< [E�1 e J (b-a ) 2n(b-a ) _ 
= E:• 
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Therefore , (MH,zMH)J:f 
tha t (H,zH)J:f exis ts a l s o . 
exists and equa l s O .  Theorem 3.5 ( i i ) shows 
Suppose tha t  (P,zp)J:f 
rr6 = { (k,( Wi>[ ti -1 •ti] ) ) }�:l 
exists . Let e = b-a and choose 2 
c:; P such that 
If n1::: { ( k , (Ti , [ ti_1 , ti] ) )}�=l ' where each Ti is ra tiona l , a nd i f 
n2::: {<k;(s i ,[ti_1 , ti] ) )}�=l ,.where ea ch S i is irra tiona l , then 
= j s(n1;hdg)-S(n2;hdg)j 
= 1��=lh(Ti)(g(ti)-g(ti-l))-��=1h(Si)(g(ti)-g(ti-l))j 
= 1 0+�?_1 ( t.-t. i)I l- l l-
= b-a 
b-a > -2 
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which is a contradiction of (3.1 ) • . Therefore , (P , ;,p )J:f does not 
exist . The integra l (R , ;,R )Ja
bf doe s not exist e ither , s ince if it did , 
then Theorem 3.5 ( i ) would show tha t (P , ;,p )J:f exists . · 
( i i ) Let c e [ a , b] .• De fine k : [ a , b]--+- R by setting 
O i f as:xs:c 
k ( x ) = 
1 i f c < x s: b , 
and def ine g : [ a , b]--+- R by 
1 i f as:x < c 
. g ( x ) = 
0 if c � x s: b . 
Set f = kdg . . b 
It wil l  now be shown that ( P  •"'p ) J: f = 0 but ( R ,<:R) fa f does not 
b ', exist. To prove ( P ,�p )Ja f = o,  let-.e > 0 be given . Let 
be such that c = ti0 for some i0 where 1 � i0 � n-1 . Then 
impl ies sj 0 = c for some j 0 where 1 � j 0 � m-1, and 
I s (TT ; f ) -0 I 
= 1s(11;kdg)I 
= l}:?_lk(T.)(g(t.)-g(t. 1))1 1- l l 1-
= 0 
Therefore, (P,�p>J:f = 0 
) rb Suppose (R ,�R )J a f exists . Theorem 3.Z shows tha t 
(R , �R>J:f = (P ,�p )Ja
bf = O. Let e =�be given and choos e  o > 0 
such that 
(3.2) TT e R ,  !In 11 < o �ls(n )j 1 < -· 2 
Let h:[ a , bJ- R+ , and let {a = to< t1 < ... < tn = b} be a set o f  
points i n  [a , b] such tha t max�=1lti -ti-1 I < 6 and ti0-l < c < ti0 for 
some i0 ,  where 1 � i0 � n .  S et 
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Then TI e R and 11 TI 11 < o , but 
I S(TI ) I 
= I f ( ti Hg ( ti ) -g (ti -1 ) I 0 0 0 
= 1 , 
which c ontradicts (3.2). Therefore , (R ,�R )J:f does not exist . 
( iii ) Let f be the point-interva l function on [ a , b] into R 
defined by 
t - s i f  T ft ( s , t ) 
f ( g , ( T ,[ s , t] ) )  = 
0 i f  T = s or T = t 
for ea ch point-interva l ( g , ( T ,[ s , t] ) ) in [ a , b] .  Cl early ,  ( H , �H>J:f 
exists a nd equa ls O. 
.. b Suppose that (MH,�MH )Ja f ex ists . Acco:r-ding to Theorem 3 •. 5 ( i i ) 
it would fo l l ow that 
Set € = b;a , l et Tie be a k-partition of [ a , b] such that 
(3.3) 
and l et ·9 be the constant function �-; . Set h= min ( k , g) . By Lemma 
3.1 there is a partition 
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·in MH having the property tha t none of th · t · th { }n-1 e po1n s in e set Ti i=2 
are cut points of TI• Thus , 
Is (TI ) j  
n . = r;l.._l f ( h , ( T. , [ t. l , t.J )) - l l- l 





> - . 2 
But rr· �MH Tie' so that the above inequa l ity contrad icts (3.3). 
Consequently ,  (MH,�MH)J:f does not exist . 
( iv ) Let c e ( a , b ) , and let f be a point-interva l function on 
[ a,b] into R defined by setting 
0 if c t (s , t ) 
f (g , ( T , [ s , t] ) )  = 
1 if c € ( s 't) 
If rr� e P and c is a cut point of Tie' then TI �P TI € impl ies c is a cut 
point o f n and s(n) = o. Consequently , ( P ,�p )Ja
bf exists and equa ls O.  
Suppose tha t (MH,�MH)J:f exists. Let e = �' and 
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be such that 
(3.4) 
Define k:[ a , b]_.. R by setting 
k ( x ) = 
min{g ( x ) , I x-c l } if x-:/c 
2 
g ( c ) if x=c, 
Note tha t it must neces sarily fol l ow tha t 
T · = c in view of the way in which the function k wa s de fined. Let lo 
n1 = TI a nd let TI2 be the same a s TI except that ( k , (Ti · , [ ti _1 , ti ] )) 0 0 0 
I s (TI 1 ) -s (TI 2) I 
1 = 1 > 2' 
which i s a contradiction o f (3 . 4 ) . Thus , it must be true tha t  
(MH,�MHlJ:f does not exist .  
Let f:[ a , b] ___..RP and let g : [ a , b]--+- RP. It i s wel l -known 
(see [ 3) , pp. 53-54) tha t (R ,�R )J:f.dg exists i f and on ly i f 
(R,�R )Ja
bg · d f exi sts and 
f ( b ) • g  ( b )-f ( a ) •g ( a ) = (R , �R ) Ja
b f ·<lg + (R , �R ) J: g • df, and that a s im i lar 
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result holds if ( R , �R ) is repl aced by ( P ,�p ) .  The fol lowing example 
is given to il l ustrate that such a theorem is not true with respect 
to genera l partition col l ections . 
Exampl e 3 . 1 . Let f : [ O , l] � R be defined by 
1 i f x is rati ona l 
f (x ) = 
0 i f  x is irrational , 
and let g : [ O , l]� R be defined by setting g (x ) = x .  Then 
(MH,�MHlf�fdg exists , but (MH,�MH )f�gd f  does not exist . 
To show tha t (MH,�MH)f�fdg exists a nd equa ls o ,  l et € > 0 be 
given and .l et ( x0 ); 1 be an enumeration of the ra tiona ls in [ O , l] . 
Define k : [ O , l]� R+ by 
k (x ) = 
€ • f f :n+1" i x = xn or some n 2 
1 otherwise 
By Lemma 3 . 1 ,  there is a k-related partition Tie e MH . If 
then 
< L: e n=l 2n 
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Therefore , (MH,�MH)Ja
bfdg exists and equals zero . 
Suppose that (MH,�MH)J� gdf ex ists , and l et e = � be given . 
Choose TI 6  e MH such tha t 
( 3 . 5 ) 
By Def init ion 2 . 2 ( i i. ) and the fact that (MH,�MI-1) is a partit ion 
col l ecti on on [ a , b] ,  there is a TI3 € MB which has the property that 
TI �MH TI3 -+-I I TI I I < 1 . 8 
Let TI4 e MH be a k-partition such that TI4 �MH Ti e a nd TI4 �MH TI3 • 
By L emma 2 . 1 there are k-partitions 
and 
in MH where the points t1 , • • •  tn-l are ra tional and the points 
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I s (TT 1 ) -s (TT 2 ) I 
= I g ( Tn ) ( f ( sn ) -f ( sn_1 ) )  + g (T0) ( f ( s1)-f{s0) ) j 
� f g ( Tn ) l  I f ( sn ) -f ( sn-1 ) 1 - 1 g ( To ) I i f (s1 ) -f ( so ) I 
� I  - 1  
8 8 
- 3 1 - 4 > 2' 
which is in contradiction to 3 . 5 .  
I n  order to obta in a theorem simi lar to the one mentioned 
immediately preceding Exampl e 3 . 1 , it is clear that a stronger 
hypothesis will be required . The fol lowing definition is intro-
duced in order to sta te such a theorem . 
DEFINITION 3 .  7 . Let f : [  a , b] � RP . The oscil lation o f  f on - ,. 
[ a , b] , denoted by w( f ; a , b ) , is the extended . rea l number 
w ( f ; a , b )  = sur{ J f ( t ) -f ( s ) J : ( t ,s ) e [ a , bJ 2} . 
A point-interva l function wf may now be def ined on [ a , b] by setting 
wf ( g , (T , [ s , t] ) = w ( f ; s , t )  
for each po int- interyal ( g ,  T , [ s ,  t] ) ) in [ a  , b] • 
THEOREM 3 . 7 . Let f:[ a , b] -+- RP , g : [ a , b] -+  RP , and (D ,� )  be a 
b . partition coll ection on [ a , b] .  Suppose that (D ,� .)Ja wfwg = 
o . 
I f e ither o f  the integra ls (D , � )J,bf . dg or (D , � )Ja
bg . df exists , then a . 
the other integra 1 al so exists and · 
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PROOF . Note that i f  a == t0 < t1 < • • •  < tn = b , then 
f ( b ) • g ( b ) - f ( a ) · g ( a ) 
= l::�_l[ f ( t . ) · g ( t. ) -f ( t . l ) · g ( t . l ) ]  1- 1 1 1 - 1-
= ·2:�-1 f ( t .  ) . ( g ( t. ) -g ( t .  1 ) )  � 1 1 1-
+ l::�_lg ( t. l ) · (f ( t . ) -f ( t .  1 ) )  • . 1- 1- 1 1 -
(3.6 )  I f ( b ) · g ( b ) -f ( a ) • g ( a ) -S (n ; f • dg ) -S (n ; g · df ) I 
= 1��=1f ( ti ) . ( g ( t i ) -g ( ti -l ) )  
+ ��=lg ( ti-l ) : ( f ( ti ) -f ( ti-1 ) )  
-��=lf (Ti ) . ( g ( ti ) -g ( ti -1 ) )  
-��=lg (Ti ) · ( f ( ti ) -f ( ti -l ) ) I 
� ��= l ' f ( ti ) -f (Ti ) j  j g (\ } -g (\_1 ) j 
+ ��=1 1 f ( ti ) -f ( ti -1 ) I l g ( ti -1 ) -g ( Ti ) I 
� ��=lw (f ; ti-l ' ti )w ( g ; ti-l ' ti ) 
+ �� w ( f ; t . l , t. )w ( g ; ti. -1 , ti ) 1=1 1 - 1 . . 
= 2 S (n �wfwg )  
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I t  wi l l  be shown that l im JS (n ; f · dg )  + S (n ; g • d f) ) exists a nd 
equals f ( b ) • g ( b ) -f ( a ) • g ( a ) . Let e > 0 be given . Sinc e 
b ' (D , � )Ja wfwg = O ,  there exists a n e e D such that 
Suppose n � TT e • Then , by (3 . 6 ) , 
I f ( b ) · g ( b ) �f ( a ) • g ( a ) -(S (n ; f • dg )+ S (n ; g · d f ) ) j  < e , 
so that l imn( S (n ; f • dg ) + S (n ; g • d f ) )  exists and equa ls 
f ( b ) • g ( b ) -f ( a ) • g ( a ) . 
Therefore , by Theorem R . 3 , it is clear tha t if e i�her of the 
l imits l imn5 (n ; f  · dg )  or l irnn5 (n ; g · df ) exists , then the other exists 
a lso , a nd in this case 
COROLLARY . Suppose f : [ a , b] -+-RP is continuous on [ a , b] ,  
g :[a , b] . ..,..RP is of bounded varia tion on [a , b] ,  and (D , � ) is a . b 
partiti on col l ection on [ a , b] .  Then (D ,<= )J:wfUJg = O ,  (D ,;;: )Ja f · dg 
b exists ,  (D ,:;:::)Ja g • df .exists , and 
. ( D ,<= )f:f · dg + (D ,<: ) I:g · df = f ( b ) • g ( b )-f ( a } • g ( a ) . 
PROOF .  THEOREM 2. 5 shows tha t (D ,<: )J:f · dg exists . To show that 
(D ,<: }J:wfwg exists and equa ls zero , note that 
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wg ( k , ( T , [ s , t] ) )  = w ( g ; s , t ) 
= sup { I g ( c ) -g ( d ) I : ( c , d ) e: [ s , tJ 2} 
� Var ( g ; s , t ) ) 
Let e: > 0 be g iven and choose e: *  > 0 such that e * Var ( g ; a , b )  < 8 • 
Since · f i s  continuous on the compa ct set [ a , b] ,  f i s  un i formly con-
tinuou� on [ a , b] .  Hence there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
e * t e: [ a , b] ,  . s e: [ a , b] , I t-s l < o � I f ( t ) -f ( s ). 1 < 2 ·  
I f  ( k  � ( T  , [  s ,  t] ) i s a point-interva·l in [ a , b] having the property 
that j t-s l < 6 ,  then it fo l l ows tha t 
wf ( k , (T , [ s , t] ) = sup { l f ( c ) -f ( d ) l : ( c , d ) e: . [ s , tJ 2} 
e:* $ -2 
< e * · 
Let ne e D be such tha t n � ne � l l n  I I < 6 • · Then 
j s (n ;w fwg ) -O I �· l l: re:nwf ( I )wg ( I ) j 
$ e: *  Var ( g ; a , b ) 
< e · 
Therefore , (D ,� )lbwfwg = o .  From the preceding theorem it 
b a fol lows that (D , � )Ja g . df exists and I 
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Severa l resul ts have been presented in this pa per using only 
abstra ct integra tion theory based on the idea of a partition c o l lection . 
However , in order to obta in a more compl ete theory , aggregate s o f  
partit ion co l l ections must be considered . For this rea son the next 
section is now included . 
4 .  Aggregates of Partition Col l e-ctions 
DEFINITION 4 . 1 . A partition class on R is a set C o f partition , 
collections on c l osed subinterva l s of R having the foll owi ng 
properties : 
( i ) I f  [ a , b] <; R ,  then there is prec isely one partit ion 
collection (Db ,� ) on [ a , b] which b�longs to C . a 
.. 
( i i ) I f  [ c , d] <;: [ a , b] ,  11 = { ( g , ( Ti , [ tj_ _1 , ti] ) }}�= l  e D�, and 
j l and j2 are integers such tha t tj 1 = c and tj2 = d,  then 
( i i i ) If g ; [ a , b] ->  R+ , 11 = { C g , ( Ti ' [ ti-l ' tiJ ) }}�= l  e D� and 
TTi e Dti a re g-partitions of [ ti -l ' ti] for i = 1 , 2 ,  • • •  , n ,  then ti -1 
n ' ::: U rr ·  L'4 Db and rr '  · i=l 1 v- a 
( iv ) b 
. 
I f [ c , d] S [ a , b] and rrE: e: Da ' then there is a partition 
ne
' e D� hav ing the property that for. ea ch rr 1' � rrE:' and ea ch 
·TI2' � Tie ' there are partitions TI3 ' e D� a nd TI4 ' e 0% such that 
' ' I Db b TI 1 :::: TI 3 . u TI 1 v TI 4 € a ' TI 2 == TI 3 ' u TI 2 t v TI 4 I € Da ' TI 1 � TI€ ' and 
(v ) " b Suppose that c e ( a , b )  and TI € D • € a 
b c b TI2' e De , then there are partitions Til " e Da and TI2" e De such that 
b TI 1 " � TI 1 I ' TI 2" � TI 2 ' ' TT :::: TI i" u TI 2" € Da ' and TI � TI€ • 
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Throughout the rema inder of this paper it wil l  be assumed that G 
is a fixed partition class ,  and (D� ,� ) wi i l denote the partition 
col l ection on [ a , b] which belongs to C .  
THEOREM 4 . 1 .  The fol l owing sets are partition cl asses on R :  
( i ) { (R� , �R ): ( a , b )  e R2 and a <  b} 
( ii )  { ( P� ,;;::p ) : ( a , b ) .. e R2 and a < b} 
· ( i i i ) {<MH� ,.,MH } : ( a , b )  e R2 and a <  b} 
(iv ) { <H� ,.,H } : { a , b )  e R2 and a <  b} . 
The pr�of of this theorem will be omitted since it is somewhat 
lengthy and yet very stra ightforward . 
DEF INIT ION 4 . 2 . Let f be a point-interval function on [ a , b] into 
RP . The sum osc i l lation of f on [ a , b] is the point-interva l function 
w (�f ) on [ a , b] defined in the fol lowing manner . I f ( g , (' ;r , [ s ,t] ) )  is 
a point-interva l in [ a , b] ,  then 
W {L:f ) ( g ,  ( T ,[ s , t] ) ) = sup{ ! s ( ni ) -S (n2 ) .1 :n  i e D� a
nd n i is a g -part ition 
Of [ s ,t] for i = i , 2} . 
Then 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . Let f be a point-interva l function on [ a , b] 
( Db ,� ) rbf e�ists i f  and only i f  (Db , � )Jbw (l:f ) = o .  a J a a a 
I b Jb PROOF . Suppose ( D  ,� ) w (l:f ) = 0 .  Let e > 0 be g iven . a a b 
Ti e € Da such that 
Suppose n1 � TT2 � TTe and n1 >: n2 , where 
n1 = { ( g , ( Sj ,[ s j - l ' s j] ) )}'.5=1  = {rj}J=1 and 
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into R .  
Choose 
n2 = { ( g , ( Ti , [ t i-l ' t i] ) )}�= l  = {Ji}�=i · Suppose for each i = 1 , 2 , • • •  , n ,  
the set { s j . _1 , s j . ,  • • •  , s j . , } is the set of s j ' s  cont_a ined in l. l. l. . 
[ t . 1 , t . ] , then us ing Def in it ion 4 . 1 ( ii ) and the definition of 1 - J_ . .. 
w (�f ) , it fol l ows that 
I s ( n 1 )-s (TT 2 ) I = 1 ;:;1 f ( I  j ) -l:�= 1 f (Ji ) I 
= I L:� ;:� i � f ( I j ) -;:�=l f (Ji ) I i-=l J=J i 
b lb Consequently , by the Corollary to 2 . 3 ,  (Da '� ) a f exists · 
Conversely ,  suppos e that (Db , � )lbf ex i· sts . a a Let e > 0 be given . 
b . Choose TT e D such tha t 
· € a 
TT1 � n , n2 � TT ---+I S (rr ; f ) -S (n · f ) I < -2e . € € 1 . 2 ' 
Let TT ::: { ( g '  ( Ti , [ ti -1 ' ti] ) )} �::: l ::: { I it::: l 
TT .  i and n . " o f  [t. 1 ·, t . ] such tha t l l l - l 
� TT • e Choose g -partitions 
n n 
Then by Definition 4 . l ( i i i ) , TT ' == V n � '  e D ,  n " ==  U n · "  e- D ,  
n ' � nt:' , and n " � n • Thus , ... . e 
S (TT ; w (I;f ) )  
= I;� w (I;f )  ( I . ) i= l 1 
i=l J. i==l 1 \;. 
$; °E� _ 1[ S (TT • 1 ; f ) -S (TI • " ' f ) +�0] l- l l L !J 
= � + I S (n ' ) - S (n " ) I 
There fore , (Db , � ) rb w (L:f ) == 0 . a Ja 
THEOREM 4 . 3 .  Let f be a point-interva l function on [ a , b] into RP. 
Then (D� , � ) rb f ex is ts i f and only i f (Db , � )lb w(I;f ) == 0 • . a Ja a a 
PROOF . Suppose fi , • • •  , f p are po int-interva l functions on [ a  , b] 
into R having the property that f (K ) - � ( f1 ( K ) , f2 ( K ) , • • • , fp ( K ) )  for 
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· ea ch po int-interva l K in [ a , b] . By Theorem 2. 6, (D: , � >J�f exi s ts i f  
b .  lb and only i f  (Da ,� ) a fi exi sts for i = 1 , 2 , • • •  , p .  By the preceding 
theorem , (Db ,� )Jbf .  exi sts i f  and only i f  (Db ,� ) rbw {L; f . ) = O for a a i a Ja i 
i = 1 ,2, • • •  , p .  
I t  wil l  now be shown tha t i f  K i s  a point-interva l i n  [ a , b] , 
th�n for ea ch i = 1, 2, • • •  , n ,  
(4. 1 )  
Let K = ( g , (T , [ s , t] ) )  be any point-interva l in [ a , b] . Then , i f  n1 
and n2 are two g-partitions of [ c , d] and i f  1 � j � p ,  i t  fo l lows 
that 
I s (TT 1 ; f j ) -s (TT 2 ; f j ) I 
.. 
� I s (TT 1 ; f ) -s (TT 2 ;  f ) 1 .  
and hence  (4.1 ) fo l l ows by the definition o f  w (Ef ) . 
THEOREf.l 4.4. Suppose that f i s  a point-interval function on 
[ a , b] .  
b Jb . . d d ( a ) I f  [ c , d] � [ a  , b] and (Da , � ) a f ex ists , then (De ,� ) Jc f 
exists . 
b rb . ( b )  I f  c € ( a , b ) a nd (Da ,� )Ja f exists , then 
b 
l 
b lb (Db ,:::: ) r f = (De ,� ) cf + (D ,� ) f • a Ja a a c c 
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PROOF . 
( a )  Let � > 0 be g iven . b Choose  n€ e Da such that 
d Choose ne
' e Dc as in Definition 4 . 1 ( iv ) . Suppose n1 • 
TI2 1 :;:: TI I E: ' and n 1  and n2 are a s  in Defin ition 4 . 1 ( iv ). 
Consequ ently , (Dd ,� )Jdf exi sts . c c 
� n ' ' e 
Then 
( b )  By part  ( a ) ,  (D� , � )s:f = d2 and (D� ,� )s:f = d3 both exi st .  
Set (D� ,� )Ja
b
f = d1 • Choose partitions n6 s D� , n1 ' s D� , and 
n2 ' € D� such tha t 
and 
E: n � n c ---+I S ( n ) -di I < 3' 
n ' � n 1 ' e < -3 
c d " b 
By Defin it ion 4 . 1 (v ) , there are partitions n1 " 6 D a an · n2 e De 
. b 





S ince e > 0 wa s otherwise  arbitrary , it  fol lows tha t d1 = d2 + d3 • 
THEOREM 4 . 5 .  Suppose that f is a point-interva l funct ion on 
b 
J




b j (Da ,� ) a f-S (n ; f} j  � S (n ;w (Ef ) ) . 
b 
. P
ROOF . Suppos e  n 1 � .Da ' 
n 1 == { ( g , ( S j , [ s j _ 1 , s j J ) )  } �== 1 == { J j}j= 1 >: rr , and { s j i - 1 , s j i ' · · · ; s j i •} 
is the set o f  s ' s conta ined in [ ti _1 , ti] for i = 1 , 2 ,  • • •  , n .  Then , 
us ing Definition 4 . 1  ( i i ) and the definition of w (Ef ) , it  fol lows that 
I S  (n 1 ; f ) -S (n ; f )  I 
= I E�=l  f ( J ) -E�=l f ( I i ) I 
= I E� E� i �  f (J . ) -E�_l f ( I . ) j 1= 1 J= J i J J. - J. 
� 2:7=1 w (E f ) ( I i ) 
= ' s (n ;w (E f ) ) . 
Let e > 0 be arbitrary . Choose TI e D such tha t € 
b By Definition 2 . 2 ( i i i ) , there is a k..:partition Ti l e Da such tha t 
that k is  repl a c ed by g ,  then De fin ition 2 . 2 ( iv ) shows tha t TI2 i s  a 
t . t "  . Db ' g-par i ion 1n a such that TI2 � TI and- n2 � TI · 
shows that S (n2 ) = S (TI1 ) . Hence ,  
I S (TI ) -c l � I S (TI ) -S (TI1 ) 1 + I S (TI
.
1 ) -c l 
= I S (TI ) -S (TI 2 ) I + I S ( n 1 ) -c I 
< S (TI ;w (� f ) ) + e •  
Since e > 0 wa s arbitrary , it  fol l ows tha t · 
l s (n ) -c j  � S (n ;w (�f ) ) . 
Then Def init ion 2 . 4  
NOTATION . I f  f is  a point- interva l function on [ a , b] into RP 
and (D� , :e  )J: f exists , then J f is the po int-interval function on [ a  , b] 
I 
t lt . 
defined by s etting ( f ) ( g , ( T , [ s , t] ) )  = (Ds ,� ) s f for each  po 1nt-
i n te rv a 1 ( g , ( T , [ s , t J ) ) in [ a , b] . 
THEOREM 4 . 6 . Suppose tha t  f is a point-interva l function on 
[ b] P ' b ) rb · t Then for ea ch � >  a . there ex i sts a , into R and �Da ,� Ja  f exis s .  " 
TTe e D such tha t 
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PROOF. Let e > 0 be given . Since (Db ,� )Jbf exists , it fol l ows a a 
b rb from Theorem 4.3 tha t (Da ,� )ja w (L:f ) :::: O. Choose TT8 e D such that 
TT � TT ____.. 0 � S (TT ;w ( L; f ) ) < E: • € 
By Theorem_ 4.5 it fol l ows tha t i f  
then 
= S (TT ;w (L:f ) )  
< e .  
Conse quently, Lien l  (Jf ) ( I ) - f ( I ) J  < e • 
THEOREM 4. 7. Suppose f and g are po int- interva l functi ons on 
b rb b rb [ a , b] into RP , f i s  bounded , and (Da ,� )ja g exi sts . Then (Da ,� )Ja f · g 
exists if  and only i f  (D� , � )J:f · (Jg ) exists , and in thi s  ca se 
(D� , � )Ja
b f . g = (D� , � )Ja
b f • (Jg ) • 
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PROOF . Let M > 0 be such that 
I f ( k ' ( T ,[ s ' t] ) ) I < M 
for .ea ch po int-interva l ( k , ( T , [ s , t] ) ) in [ a , b] .  Let e > o be g iven 
and choose  €* > 0 such that € * M < e .  By Theorem 4. ·6 ,  there exi s ts 
b TI€ € Da such tha t i f  n � ne ' then 
Thus , 
TI ;?: ne � I S (n ; f · (Jg )  ) -s (n ; f • g )  I 
= l �I e;n f ( I ) · (Jg ) ( I ) -� IEm f ( I ) • g ( I ) I 
= I �I e:n f ( I ) • [ (Jg ) ( I ) -g ( I ) J I 
,:; }:;Ien l
.
f( I ) ! I (Jg ) ( I ) -g ( I ) I 
� M(� Ie:n l (Jg ) ( I ) -g ( I ) I ) 




Therefore , by Theorem R . 8 ,  (Da ,::2: ) a 
f · g  exists i f  a nd only i f  
(D� ,� )s:f · (Jg )  exists , and in this ca se 
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COROLLARY . Suppose  that f : [ a , b] � RP , g : [ a , b] � ·RP , k : [ a , b]--+ R, 
f is bounded on [ a , b] ,  and (D
b ,� )J
b
gdk exists . Then (D� , � ) r
bf . ( gdk ) 
a a J a  
exists i f and only i f  (D� ,� iJ:f ( x ) · dx ( ( o; ,� )J:gdk ) exis ts a nd the two 
integra l s  are equa l .  
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[ dx ( (Da ,2 ) a gdk] ( p , ( T ,[ s , t] ) )  
= (I gdk ) ( p ' ( T ,[ s ' t] ) ) . 
Therefore , the a s sertion fo l l ows directly from the prec ed ing theorem . 
THEOREM 4. 8 .  Let f : [ a , b] __.. R be a function whose d erivat ive f '  
is  continuous on [ a , b] ,  and l et I : [ a , b] --+- R be the ident ity fun ction  
on [ a , b] .  Then (D� ,� )J:f ' d l exists and 
· PROOF . The point-interva l function f ' d l is integra bl e by Theorem 
2 . 5  s.ince f '  i s  continuous and I is of bounded var iation on [ a , b] .  
b 
J
b Let c = (Da ;� ) a f ' dl .  
To prove ( 4 . 2) , l et s > 0 be g iven . Choose 
e * > 0 such tha t s* ( b-a )  < �· Since f '  is continuous on the c ompa ct 
interva l  [ a , b] ,  f '  i s  uni formly continuous on [ a , b] , and hence  there 
is a 6 > 0 such tha t 
t 6 [ a , b] , s 6 [ a , b] , I t-s l < 5 � I f ' ( t ) � f '  ( s ) j  < s* · 
Let ne e D� be such tha t 
( 4 . 4 ) --+-I S (n ; f ' d I ) -c l < � · 
·By Def inition 2 . 2 ( i i ) , there is a n0 e D� such that 
S ince � is  cornpos itive on D� , there i s . a n e; D� such that 
d i f ferential  ca l culus , there are po ints Si e [ ti _ 1 , ti] for 
i = 1, 2, • • •  ,n such that 
f ( t . ) -f ( t .  1 ) = f ' ( S . ) ( t . -t .  1 ) . 1 1 - 1 1 1 -
Then us ing . ( 4 .3 ) a nd ( 4 . 4 ) and the fa ct l l n I I < o , it .  fol l ows that 
l f ( b ) - f ( a ) -c l � l ��=i[ ( f ( ti ) -f (
ti _1 ) ) -f ' ( Ti ) ( ti-ti _1 ) J j  
+ I S (n ; f ' dI ) -c l  
< !. + 2 
< !. + e* ( b-a ) 
2 
e; € < 2 + 2 = e · 
Therefore , s ince e > o wa s arbitrary , it fol lows that ( 4 . 2 ) holds • 
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. THEOREM 4 . 9 .  Let f : [ a , b] --+ R be bounded on [ a , b] ; l et 
g : [ a , b] --.. R be a function whose der iva tive �s  continuous on [ a , b] and 
I : [ a , b] __., R be the identity function on [ a , b] . Then ( Db , � ) rbfdg a J a 
exists i f  and only if (D� ,2 )J:fg ' dI exists , and in this  ca se , 
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PROOF . I f  J = ( T ,[ s , t] is a point-interva l in [ a , b] , then Theorem 
4 . 8  shows that (Jg ' dI ) (J ) = Js
tg ' dI  = g ( t) -g ( s ) = dg (J ) , so  that 
- dg = Jg ' dI .  By Theorem 4 .7 ,  (D� ,2 lJa
bf (Jg 1 dI )  ex ists i f  a nd only if  
(Db ,� )Jbfg ' dI exists and the two integra l s  are  equa l . S in c e  a a 
f g ' dI = dg , the proof of  the theorem is complete . 
THEOREM 4 . 10 .  Let f : [ a , b] -+ R and g : [ a , b] -+ R be functions 
which are continuous ly differentiabl e  on [ a , b] , and l e t  I : [ a ·, b] --.. R 
be the identity function . sn [ a , b] .  Then 
b Jb 
. b b 
(Da ,2 )  a fg ' dI = 
f ( b ) g ( b ) -f ( a ) g ( a ) - (Da ,2 lJa f ' gd I . 
PROOF . S ince f and g are cont inuous ly differentiable on  [ a , b] , 
ea ch o f  the functions f ,  g ,  f ' , and g '  are cont inuous on [ a , b] a nd f 
and g are both bounded on [ a , b] .  Thus , fg ' and gf ' a re continuous on 
b 
[ a , b] a nd Theorem 2 . 5  shows that the integra ls  (Db , � )J fg ' dI and a a 
b rb (D a ,� ) ja g f ' d I  both exist . Applying Theorem 4 . 9 ,  the Corol l ary to 
Theorem 3 . 7 , and Theorem 4 . 9  in success ion , it fol lows "tj"lat 
. ( D� ,2 )J:fg ' dI = ( D� , 2 )J:fdg 
b rb 
= f ( b ) g ( b ) - f ( a _
� g ( a ) - (Da ,2 )Ja gdf 
= f ( b ) g ( b ) -f ( a � g ( a ) - ( D
b ,2 ) r
bf ' gd I . a J a 
/ / 
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THEOREM 4 . l l . Suppose that f : [ a , b] -.. RP is bounded , g : [ a , b] --+- RP 
i s  c ontinuous and of  bounded variation on [ a ,  b] , and (Db , ::2:  )J
b f · dg ex ists . a a 
Let k : [ a , b] --.. R be defined by 
x Ix k ( x )  = (D ,::2: ) f • dg . a a 
Then k is  continuou s on [ a , b] . 
PROOF . By Theorem R .11 , the function e ( x ) = Var ( g ; a , x )  is  a 
continuous function on [ a ,  b] • Let x0 € [ a ,  b] and let  e > 0 be given . 
Choose e* > 0 such that e*  l l f 1 1  < e ,  and then choose o > 0 s uch tha t 
x e [ a , b] ,  I x -x0 1  < o · � l e ( x ) -e ( x0 ) j < e * · 
Then us ing Theorems 2 . 5 and 4 . 4  ( b ) , it fol lows tha t 
� I I  f 1 1 1 Var ( g ; x0 , x ) I 
= I I  f 1 1 1 ( Var ( g ; a , x ) -Var ( g ; a , x0 ) I 
= 1 1  f 1 1  I e ( x ) -e ( xo ) I 
< e* I I f I I 
< € .  
/ 
Cons equently , k is continuou� at  x0 • Since x0 8 [ a , b] wa s arbitrary , 
it fol l ows that k i s  c ontinuous on [ a , b] .  
THEOREM 4 . 1 2 .  I f  f : [ a , b] --.. RP i s  bounded on [ a , b] ,  
g : [ a , b] __., RP i s  gf  bounded variation on [ a , b] ,  and k : [ a , b] --+ R is  
defined by 
k ( x ) = (D ,� )  f · dg , x J
x 
a a 
then k is  of  bounded variation on [ a , b] . 
PROOF . Let P· = {n :TI is a _ partition of  [ a , bJ} . Suppose tha t 
n = { ( g , ( Ti , [ ti-l • ti] ) )}�= l  e P. Then , by Theorems 2 . 5  and 4 . 4  ( b ) , 
it  fol l ows that 
Consequently , 
= I I f I I Var ( g ; a , b ) • 
sup{s (n ; I  dk i ) : n  e P} ,; I I  f 1 1 Var ( g ; a , b ) , 
and hence k is  o f  bounded var iat ion on [ a , b] .  
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The fol l owing theorems should be compared with Theorem 2 . 8 and 
Theorem 2 . 9 .  
DEF INITION 4 . 3 .  Let ( gn ) be a sequence o f  functions on [ a , b] 
into RP . The seq�ence  ( gn ) is  uniformly of  bounded var iation  on  
[ a , b] i f  9n is  of  bounded var iation on [ a , b] for e a ch n e N and 
THEOREM 4 . 1 3 .  Let f : [ a , b] � RP be continuous on [ a , b] , a nd 
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let ( gn ) be a sequence of  functions gn : [ a , b] � RP whi ch  are un iformly 
of bounded variation on [ a , b] . Suppose tha t g : [ a , b] ___.. RP is  such 
that 
1 i m gn ( x ) = g ( x )  n + �  
f h [ b] Then g 1· s of  bounded variation on [ a , b] a nd or eac x € a ,  • 
( 4. 5) (Db , �  )l
b f • dg = 1 i m a a n + oo 
PROOF . Let p = {n :n is a partition of  [ a , bJ} , and . l et  
M = sup{Var ( gn ; a , b ) : n  e N} . Suppose that 
n - { (k ( T  [ t  t J ) )}n e:o P ,  and let e > 0 be arbitrary . - ' i ' i - 1 '  i i=l v I 
S ince  
1 i m 9n ( x ) = g ( ) f h [ b] n � 00 x or ea c x € a ,  , there exi sts k e N such  that 
for i· = 0 1 2 ' ' , . . .  , n .  Thus , for m � k,  
� € + Var ( g ; a , b ) 
.. 
Hence , S (n ; / dg j ) � M + e , and since e > 0 wa s arbitrary , it  fo l l ows 
tha t S (n ; / dg j ) � M. Consequently ,  g is o f  bounded varia t ion on [ a , b] 
and Var ( g ; a , b ) � M .  
Theorem 2 . 5  shows tha t (D� , � )J:f · dg exists and  tha t (D� , � )J�f · d9m 
ex i sts for ea ch pos itive integer M . Now it wi l l  be shown that ( 4. 5 )  
i s  true . Let  e > 0 be given , and choose e *  > 0 . such tha t 
( I I  f 1 1 + 2Jv1) € * < 8 •  Since f is continuous on the compa ct  set [ a ,  b] , 
f i s uni formly  continuous on [ a , b] .  Hence there is a 5 > 0 such that 
x € [ a , b] , y e [ a , b] , J x-y/ < o __.. / f ( x ) -f ( y ) f  < e * ·  
Suppose  a = ta < t1 < • • •  < tn = b aJ;'e points i n  [ a  , b] such that 
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l ti -ti -1 1 < o for i = 1 , 2 , • • • , n .  Choose a positive integ er me such 
that 
for i = 1 , 2 , • . •  , n .  Then for rn ::::: m , 
€ 
I (Db ,2 )Jbf · dg- (Db ,::::: )Jbf • dgm l a a a a 
== I (D� ,;,: )J> · d ( g -gm ) l 
= I r;1:_1 (Dtt� , ::::: )J
ti f . d ( g-gm ) I l- i -1 t i- 1 . 
n t . st · 
. 
= l r: i= l (Dt� ,::::: ) 1 [ f ( x ) -f ( ti ) ]  • dg ( x ) 1-1 t . 1 l -
' 
e * < -n 
+ f ( ti ) • ( g ( ti ) -g ( ti -1 ) + 9m( ti- 1 ) -grn ( ti ) ) ]  I 
� r;� I ( D tt� ,� )J
ti [ f ( x ) -f ( ti ) ] · dg ( x.) I i=l i-1 t i - 1 
+ L, � _ I ( D ti , ::::: ) [ f ( t . ) -f ( x ) ]  • d 9m ( x ) I i- 1 ti-1 l 
+ 2:�== 1 1 f ( ti ) · ( g (  ti ) -g (  ti -1 ) + gm ( ti -1 ) -gm ( ti ) ) ] I 
� e* M + e * M + 1 1  f 1 1  e* 
< € • 
Therefore ,  ( 4 . 5 )  fol l ows . 
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COROLLARY. Let f : [ a , b] -+ RP be continuous , and l e t  ( gn ) be a 
sequence of  funct ions on [ a , b] into ·Rp which is uniformly o f  bounded ; 
varia tion on [ a ,  b] • Suppose tha t g0 : [  a , b] -4 RP and (an )�0 i s  a 
sequence  o f  po ints in RP having the property that 
( 4 . 6 )  1 i m ( gn ( x ) -an) = 9o ( x )  -ao n + co  
for each x € [ a , b] . Then g0 is of  bounded varia tion on [ a , b] ,  
Var ( g0 ; a , b )  � sup{var ( gn ; a , b ) : n e Nl , 1 i m (Db ,� )Jbf · dg n e x ists , and ) n -+ co a a 
1 i m 
n + co  
PROOF . Let hn = gn- an and ho = g0-a0 • It is  c lear that 
dhn = dgn a nd dho = dg0 . Consequently ,  ( hn) . is uniformly  o f  bounded 
variation on [ a , b] .  Furthermore , ( 4 . 6 )  shows tha t  
1 i m hn ( x )  = h0 ( x )  
n + co  
for ea ch x e [ a , b] .  Therefore , by the preceding theorem , ho i s  o f  
bounded variat ion on  [ a , b] ,  
the l imit 1 i m (D
b
,� )Jbf · dhn exists , and n -+ co a a 
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b Jb (D , 2 ) f · dh0 = 1 a a n i m ...... co 
S ince dho = dgo and dhn = dgn , it mus t  fol l ow tha t" the preced ing 
sta tement a lso holds when the letter h is replaced throughout by the 
letter g .  
5 .  Summary. An abstract theory of integration ha s been pre-
sented a nd severa l important theorems _ have been proven . I t ha s  been 
shown that four important types o f integration , which are not equ ivci -
lent , are spec i a l  cases o f the genera l theory . It should be pointed 
out that Darboux integra tion is a special form of R i emann integrat ion 
whil e Lebesgue integra tion is a spec ial case of e ither Henstoc k or 
Modi fied Henstock integration . Consequently ,  the theory presented 
here a l s o  ha s Darboux an& Lebesgue integration as spec ia l ca se s . 
Furthermore , it is c l ear tha t the genera l tfieory includes many other 
types of integra tion , some of which have never been studied be fore . 
For example , i f  P� = {rr :rr is a partition of [ a , bJ} , 
and a relation � on D� i s de fined by requ ir ing n 1 � TI2 i f 
I I  n1 ! I ::;; I f  n 21 1 , then (D� ,2 ) is a partition collection on [ a ,  b] and 
{ ( D � ,  2 ) : a e R , b € R , a < b} is . a par� i t  ion c 1 ass on R · I t  would 
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proba bly  be impos sible to find a nyone who ha s ever studied  the result­
ing theory o f  this  integration . However , the abstract theory presented 
in this pa per g ives many theorems which are va l id with respect to such 
a theory of integration . 
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